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1. Introduction

4. Results: Vulnerable Bridge Characteristics

• The Raritan River Basin has suffered many flood events in the past decade.
Heavy precipitation caused by extreme weather events, such as Hurricane
Irene, provided challenges to county engineers which maintain the service of
regional bridges, roads, and culverts. While it is still unclear how many bridges
were affected by the unprecedented stormwater levels, there is a need to
identify areas in transportation infrastructure that may need protection,
replacement, or contingency plans for future hydraulic events. Of the 1267
bridges in the Raritan River Basin, 787 bridges span waterways and are
exposed to hydraulic hazards.
• Within the critical sector of transportation systems, bridges have a very high
consequence of failure considering replacement cost and time. Unlike
roadways, bridges lose almost complete functionality when damaged and can
disconnect large portions of a transportation network. Sea level rise, heavy
precipitation and stormwater runoff associated with climate change increase
stream and river flows which weaken bridge foundations. Hydraulic failures
which include scour, flooding, and overtopping account for over half of bridge
collapse failures in the United States (Wardhana & Hadipriono, 2003).

Summary comparing NBI database fields between ‘failed bridge’ population
means to 2017 population means in Pennsylvania, New York, and Virginia.
The NBI fields below had highly significant differences between populations.
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6. Results: Identified High Vulnerability Bridges
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Result of high vulnerability bridges identified in the Raritan River Basin.
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5. Results: Raritan River Basin Bridges
Based on the findings, the age, geometry, and consequence attributes were
used to query for vulnerable bridges in the Raritan River Basin. The ArcGIS
selection tool identified 111 bridges as ‘high vulnerability’ to hydraulic failure.
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7. Conclusions
Raritan River Basin bridges affected by Hurricane Irene, 2011

2. Objective
• The objective of this research is to identify bridges vulnerable to hydraulic
failure in the Raritan River Basin. This is a particularly challenging endeavor
considering that bridge failures are infrequent and not formally documented,
particularly in the State of New Jersey. This study uses an inductive, data-driven
approach with available bridge failure and inventory datasets.

3. Methodology
• The New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) maintains a selfreported bridge failure database for the United States. Three Mid-Atlantic
states (Pennsylvania, New York, Virginia) had maintained failure records and
were used to construct a ‘failed bridge’ population. These bridges were crossreferenced to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) National Bridge
Inventory (NBI) record in 1994, one of the earliest published records of bridges
nationwide. Bridges were matched using common descriptors in both datasets
including facility carried, feature under bridge, bridge type and material, and
year built. From the 219 bridges which failed due to hydraulic hazards between
1994 and 2017, only 109 bridges (50%) were confidently identified.
• Tests of statistical significance were used to determine characteristic
differences between each state ‘failed bridge’ population and their current
(NBI year 2017) bridge population. Highly significant differences (where p <
0.001) were marked as characteristic indicators of bridges vulnerable to
hydraulic hazards. The findings were then applied to an ArcGIS selection tool
performed on bridges over waterways in the Raritan River Basin. The selection
was based on comparisons to population mean values.

• The failure dataset highlighted characteristic differences between failed
and current state bridge populations. Bridges which failed hydraulically
shared the following attributes:
• Age: older structures with outdated design load and safety features
• Geometric qualities: short and single span, narrow thin deck
• Performance qualities: lower condition ratings and evaluation scores
• Consequences: lower average daily traffic but longer detour lengths
• Upon individual examination of ‘high vulnerability’ structures, many were
found in poor condition, closed, or under replacement. This provided
evidence that these bridges are in poor standing and vulnerable to failure.
• The findings of this study also shed light on current bridge management
practices. The ‘failed bridge’ population retained qualities desired for
failure: low replacement cost, user consequence, and investment. Whether
it was intended or not, bridge management should strive to minimize the
occurrence of failures as well as the consequences associated with failures.
• Engineers, planners, emergency services, and other local stakeholders can
use resilient strategies on identified vulnerable structures. Mitigation
strategies must be considered individually and can range from
replacement, protection, retrofit, or developing contingency emergency
plans in the case of failure during a hydraulic event.
• Limited bridge failure data and inductive approach provided limitations to
this study; correlations are not necessarily reflective of causal relationships.
A complete national failure database is recommended for future use.
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